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Anantara Medjumbe Island Resort introduces a dream like getaway for romantics on a remote
African island paradise with the signature Star Bed Experience. Guests at the resort have the
opportunity to be whisked away to an uninhabited private island for sunset, dinner and overnight,
for the ultimate sleepover escape.

Blending a Robinson Crusoe-style adventure with Anantara’s authentic luxuries, the romantic
escapade begins with a 15-minute voyage on a traditional dhow boat on the Indian Ocean which is
teeming with marine life and blessed by occasional sightings of turtles, dolphins and sometimes
Humpback whales in mating season.

Arriving at Quissanga Island, couples are left alone to admire a magical sunset, toasted with pre-
selected refreshments. As dusk gives way to a sparkling canopy of stars, the private beach is
illuminated by flame lit torches, lamps and flickering candles, setting the mood for a night of
dazzling private romance. Dinner under the stars on a deserted beach offers the choice of a formal
table setting or relaxed on cushions. A gourmet picnic hamper can be left for the couple to savour in
a world of their own, filled with Mediterranean salads, marinated meat and seafood kebabs with
homemade sauces, followed by chocolate brownies and fruit skewers. Those who prefer a stargazing
island BBQ can request a personal chef (at an extra charge) to prepare a mouth-watering feast of
salads and sashimi, leading into succulent flame grilled meats and seafood in exotic marinades and
sauces, followed by a decadent dessert and tropical fruits, paired with any beverages their hearts
desire.

Left alone in blissful solitude, couples retire to their luxurious four-poster bed dressed in the finest
linens to sleep al fresco on the beach under a galaxy of stars – cocooned by a warm tropical night
and the sound of waves gently lapping the shore. With no fresh water on the island there are no
mosquitoes, allowing guests to reconnect with nature and each other, completely undisturbed in
absolute comfort.

As the sun rises in the morning, couples may stroll around the minute deserted island and swim in
crystal clear water, completely losing themselves in a utopia that is reserved exclusively for them. At
a pre-arranged time, a traditional dhow boat arrives on the beach to whisk the couple back to
Anantara Medjumbe to enjoy a leisurely breakfast buffet – and another day in paradise.

Promising adults-only exclusivity on a tiny private island in the remote Quirimbas Archipelago off the
northern coast of Mozambique, Anantara Medjumbe Island Resort’s untouched exotic beauty is
matched by the absolute privacy of just 12 Beach Pool Villas. This incredible destination for couples
and honeymooners is enriched by the all-inclusive benefits of the Discovery Experience package,
which includes accommodation, daily breakfast, lunch and dinner with free flow beverages, a host of
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non-motorised water sport activities and an in-room mini bar, as well as the wondrous Star Bed
Experience.

From one isolated paradise to another, the Star Bed Experience offers a sumptuous night of
seductive solitude. The unique destination journey is unlike any other – providing the perfect
opportunity to celebrate an anniversary or make a surprise marriage proposal.

Indulge in the signature Star Bed Experience as part of the ultra luxurious all-inclusive Discovery
Experience package – available exclusively at Anantara Medjumbe Island Resort.

For reservations or more information, please email reservations.africa@minorhotels.com or tel +27
(0)10 003 8979.


